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Aluminium glass railing  

Onew Metal has a nice selection of estate Aluminium Railing and handrail available in a
variety of colors. We can provide you Aluminium Railing and handrail of most any size or build a
custom estate Railing based on your unique design. Our in-house fabrication team features
some best welders in the market. Whether you’re working with a designer or architect, Onew
Metal can find, design or build the estate Railing you need.
Have us build a custom estate Railings based on your design
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Aluminium Railing,aluminum balustrade,aluminum balcony railings
Description:6063 aluminium custom made 
Specification:as per design 
MOQ:1 Piece
Loading port:Guangzhou or Foshan
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Aluminum fence railings  

Balusters are metal or wooden rods or plates put up around a house or property to
safeguard the premises from unwanted interference.   

These railings can be made of wood, wire, or any material that prevents animals and
unwanted people from entering easily.   
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Nowadays, railings can also be made of aluminum, so Onew Metal aluminum railings are
very popular  

  Aluminum fence railings  

Guardian aluminium fencing are a big improvement over simply digging metal strips into the
ground. Now, these aluminum railings come in swirls and molded bars,   

and the shape can be chosen according to creative thinking.   

Homeowners and professionals alike are beautifying homes and properties with beautifully
constructed onew metal aluminum railings.   

The scent of elegance adds charm and grace to the landscape. Fencing, if properly chosen,
can give appropriate robustness to the fence and provide a creative decorative look to the
overall appearance.  

Quantity and quality  

The size, thickness and appearance of Onew Metal aluminum fence railings may vary
according to the style and design.   

As well as being robust and maintension-free, these railings have become the focus of
attention. Light weight,   

easy installation and maintenance free means these onew metal aluminum fence rails can
be easily washed with soap and water.   

These aluminum railings are far from wooden railings and will injure anyone who tries to
repair them, and take a lot of time to paint or replace, these aluminum railings offer a
one-person installation convenience.   

Barbed wire is no longer part of the fence.  

 Where are the aluminum railings used?  

The days of just putting fences around houses are gone.   

Today, aluminum terrace railing are widely used for decorative purposes around swimming
pools, shopping areas, parks, gardens and even staircases. Stylish,   

they add beauty and elegance to your property and bring a pleasant welcome to visitors.
The aluminum fence railings are strong and sturdy and also ensure safety,   

and the reason for placing them in the first place is not only because of the decor and style
of the house, but they are sure to be enhanced if we can take a few minutes to choose the best
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one.   

Adding a few accessories, such as lights, flanges and ball caps, can make sure your home
is refreshed.  
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